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ABSTRACT 
The current design of the overpass is not user friendly especially for children, elderly 
and disable peoples. It leads the pedestrian to take shortcut by crossing at road level and 
risking their safety. Some surveys have been done show that 88% of pedestrian refuse to 
use the overpass. Using the overpass take more time and distance. It's also need to use 
stair to reach certain level before crossing the road. With this difficulties and problems 
the ideas of Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing have come out. 
The idea is instead the pedestrian going above the vehicle, why doesn't vehicle go up 
above the pedestrian. This new crossing design is to eliminate pedestrian vertical 
movement, give short crossing distance and give less crossing time for the pedestrian, 
motorcyclist and bicyclist. This will guide the pedestrian to use the proper crossing 
facilities to crossing the road. Hence, it will reduce the number of the people crossing 
without using the proper crossing facilities. The crossing can be design for vehicle 
below 2.5m to access the school from both directions. The cost to construct this new 
crossing is not so expensive compare to the current overpass structure make this new 
design possible to be construct in the future. 
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1.1 Project Background 
A pedestrian crossing or crosswalk is a designated point on a road at which some 
means are employed to assist pedestrians wishing to cross. The common type of 
pedestrian crossing it is zebra crossing. Zebra crossing comes with black and white 
stripes across the road and orange beacons on each side. Drivers must give way to 
pedestrians, who should check that all traffic has stopped before crossing. This type 
of crossing is applicable with moderate volume of traffic. High volume of traffic 
normally uses the separated pedestrian crossing. 
The separation pedestrian crossing is the structure that removes the conflicts between 
the pedestrians and vehicles at the roadway. This will remove the conflict between 
the pedestrians and vehicles without delay the vehicle time. It's mean that, the 
separated pedestrian crossing will not slow down the traffic flow when the 
pedestrians cross the road. This can be considered a type of grade separation 
structure on the road. These structures can be located either above or below the 
roadway. The structure located below the road we called it underpass (most often 
these would be culverts). 
In the United State of America there are tunnels under major roadways provided in 
wilderness areas to let the animal cross roadways without having conflicts with the 
vehicles. Even though it built for animal crossing but it also had been used by people 
at those areas. 
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Many type of grade separated crossing let pedestrian to go above the road or below 
the road. This project will design a pedestrian friendly separated pedestrian crossing 
without the pedestrian change elevation when crossing. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The overpass is one of the most popular grade separated pedestrian crossing using in 
Malaysia. Most of the overpass in Malaysia has been build near school that located 
beside the high volume traffic road or more than 4-lane roadways. It also builds for 
the pedestrian to cross a highway. In the city the overpass is design for pedestrian to 
cross the busy road. The overpass is providing whether with staircase, ramp or both. 
The ramp normally is provided for disabilities people, motorcycle and bicycle to use 
the walk bridge to cross the road. 
The government has spent a lot of funds in construct the overpass but the use of the 
overpass is not being optimized by the pedestrian. Furthermore, the design of the 
overpass is not user friendly especially for children, elderly and disability peoples. 
Only certain area in the big city like Kuala Lumpur been provided with escalator. 
The inconvenient design of the walk bridge will lead the pedestrian to take the 
shortcut by crossing at road level. The pedestrian would not use the overpass, 
because using overpass will increase the walking distance compare to crossing on 
road level. When the pedestrian crossing without using the overpass, they are risking 
their safety. The pedestrian will interrupt the traffic flow. This problem also will 
slow down the flow of vehicle at the road. 
It is important to outcome with a new grade separated pedestrian crossing to 
overcome these problems. The new separated pedestrian will be user friendly and can 
be use by the children, elderly and disable people. With this type of crossing will 
lead more pedestrian to use it and will decrease the accident of the pedestrian been 
hit by vehicle. The most important is to create safe crossing for the pedestrian. 
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1.3 Objectives 
The objectives of is these projects are: 
" To assess the utilization of pedestrian on overpass. 
" To design a safe and friendly grade separated pedestrian crossing. 
1.4 Scope Of Study 
The scopes of study in this project include the study of the pedestrian crossing 
system especially on grade separated crossing. Gain information and studied about 
the selected overpass structure that will replace with a new design of crossing that 
will be more user friendly. The research and studied of design standard need to done 
to fulfill the design requirement according to the standard. The study cover to 




2.1 Pedestrian Crossing Type 
In Malaysia, the current facilities provided to assist pedestrian to cross busy road 
include: 
" Pedestrian Overpass and Subways, 
" Signalized Pedestrian Crossings, 
" Pedestrian ('Zebra') Crossings, 
" School Children's Crossings, 
" Combined 'Zebra' and Signalized Pedestrian Crossings. 
In respect to pedestrian overpass and underpass, there is strong evidence that the 
majority of those which have been built across non-expressway routes have poor 
utilization. For Zebra type pedestrian crossings, some confusion about the 
obligations between vehicle drivers and pedestrians at this crossing. The give-way 
obligation by vehicle drivers when pedestrian enter the crossing is not been practice 
and no enforcement of this obligation by police. 
From the current facilities provided to pedestrian to cross street we can conclude it 
into three type pedestrian crossing facilities: 
" Uncontrolled Crossings 
" Controlled Crossings 
" Grade Separated Crossings 
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Uncontrolled crossing can be happen at any location where pedestrians find it safe 
and suitable to cross a road. The crossing becomes more known where pedestrian 
movements are intense such as at intersections, near bus stops etc. In general these 
uncontrolled crossings are simply provided with nothing more than ramps at 
kerblines to bring the footpath down to explicit warrants are not necessary. 
At some area with high traffic flow rates, the above 'un-controlled crossing' 
treatments may not provide adequate safety, or capacity (for heavy pedestrian 
demands), and some form of "Special (Grade) Separation" or some form of "Time 
Separation" of the pedestrian - vehicle conflict is necessary. This includes: 
" The zebra crossing which the vehicle driver must give-way to the pedestrian, 
" School student crossing either with or without traffic controller, 
" Signalized crossing where the pedestrian and vehicle alternate in the `right of 
way' according to pre-set cyclic phasing or there is button for pedestrian to 
push when needed. 
" Manual traffic controlled by the policeman or other authorities like school 
children crossing supervisor. 
For the grade separated crossing, based on the U. S. Department of Transportation, 
Signalized Intersections: Informational Guide (2004) mention that separating 
pedestrian movements from an intersection may be feasible in some situations. 
Pedestrian overpass and underpass create an uninterrupted flow of pedestrian 
movement separate from the road traffic. Feng S. et al., (2007) found that setting 
signalized or unsignalized crosswalk can considerable decrease the vehicle delay 
when the vehicle and pedestrian traffic number large. However this method will 
increase the travel distance of the pedestrian for both horizontal and vertical distance. 
Grade separated pedestrian crossing may be possible in situations where: 
" The crossing area have high conflict between the pedestrian and vehicle 
" There is a high number of children crossing who regularly cross. Mostly at 
location near school 
" The high-risk and extreme crossing for pedestrian. 
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" High pedestrian volumes at the location and a high demand to cross. 
" High volumes of motor vehicles traveling at high speeds along the roadway. 
" No suitable option crossing places nearby. 
" Financial support and a specific need for the overpass/underpass. 
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2.2 Issue on Pedestrian Grade Separated Crossing 
Pedestrian grade separations preferably should entirely remove any conflicts between 
pedestrian and vehicle at the intersection. However, studies have shown that many 
pedestrians will not use overpasses or underpasses if they can cross at road level in 
about the same amount of time, or if the crossing takes them out from their 
destination or way. Figure 2.1 show the Pedestrian Grade Separated Pedestrian 
Crossing. 
Figure 2.1: Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing (overpass) 
The Pedestrian grade separation will limit the pedestrian access and make the 
pedestrian less convenience. Pedestrians with disabilities or low stamina especially 
children and elderly may have difficulty to use with the out-of-direction travel and 
elevation changes make by the grade separation. 
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Mikko R. et al., (2007) found that the pedestrian will use the walk bridge when there 
are frequently use and seeing bridges use as time saving and safety awareness. The 
study suggests that bridge use or non-use is a habit and not coincidental behavior. 
For increasing the pedestrians' bridge use, escalators seem to be a good solution, but 
traffic signals under a bridge may decline the use rate. In the design perspective 
improving accessibility by increasing the number of the stairways leading to the 
bridge does not seem to influence use rate of bridge. The study shows that the 
important factors to increase the rate of bridge use were safety benefits and 
convenience of using the bridge without considerable time loss. 
The underpass may bring insecure feeling for the pedestrian than overpass The 
overpass can be safer because they are more open. To design the underpass should 
allow people from outside see the activity inside the underpass and people can see 
through the underpass. Lighting of the underpass is very important. If the underpass 
design for pedestrian and bicycle, it's should be separated. The underpass is not 
familiar in Malaysia because flood can occur during raining season if there poor of 
maintenances and do not have proper drainage. Figure 2.2 show the cross section of 
the underpass. 
Figure 2.2: Underpass for motorcyclist and pedestrian. 
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2.3 Pedestrian Crossing Accident 
The pedestrian safety is not the new issue in Malaysia. Almost everyday we can see 
the in the news reported about the accident among the pedestrian. 
The Star Newspaper reported "Pedestrian killed while crossing expressway". A 
pedestrian was knocked down and killed when he was crossing the 9`h kilometer 
stretch of the Damansara-Puchong Expressway on 21 y` March 2008. The pedestrian 
was died on the spot. The driver who hit pedestrian is injured. Based on the 
newspaper 
Malay Mail Newspaper have report in headline title "Accident live impact of 
student" about accident involving a form one student that give impact to his 
schoolmate (Badrul Hisham, (1999)) The observation made by the school show that 
the student turned back than rather cross the Punchong - Damansara Highway. The 
accident was happen on February 23 1999. Muhd Hasvir Hasni was knocked down 
by car while crossing the highway. 
2.4 Accident Statistic 
According Royal Police Malaysia (PDRM), most accident between pedestrian and 
vehicle are cause by the careless of pedestrian in crossing the road. Figure 3 show the 
statistic of the pedestrian been hit by vehicle. Pedestrians are highly vulnerable road 
users and they form the second largest group of road users killed on Malaysian roads. 
In 2007, there were 6282 pedestrian casualties in traffic accidents. The majority of 
these (67%) involved people crossing roads, whereas about 33% involved people 
walking along (or working on) the road. Table 2.1 show the Malaysia traffic accident 
and fatality statistic. Pedestrian accident statistic in Malaysia shows in Figure 2.3. 
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Table 2.1: Malaysia traffic accident and fatality statistic 
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3.1 Literature Review Research 
Studied and research on several pedestrian issues and previous research regarding 
with pedestrian crossing. The source of the research will be obtained from journals, 
articles, online material and books that available at Universiti Teknologi 
PETRONAS Resources Center, internet and others reliable sources. The purpose of 
this study and research is to knowledge about the project, theory, methodology and 
previous research have done regarding any pedestrian crossing type. 
Research and studied on manual material for design standard like JKR Arahan 
Teknik Jalan. This is to know the specification that required to design pedestrian and 
cyclist facilities. This all for the new design of crossing where required elevation of 
the highway. 
3.2 Studied on Overpass Structure 
Before start to design the new pedestrian crossing, some studied about the current 
overpass structure need to be done. This is including determining the specification of 
the overpass. Specification of the overpass height that pedestrian need to reach to 
cross the road, the length of the overpass and the path that pedestrian have to take 
when their using the overpass. The cost of construct of each of the walk bridge needs 
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to be concern. The data can be obtained from Jabatan Kerja Raya (JKR), contractors 
or consultants that involve in construct the overpass. 
3.3 Survey of Pedestrian Utilization on Overpass 
To assess the utilization of pedestrian on overpass some surveys have been done. The 
survey was conduct on two selected existing overpass, which are the overpass at 
Jalan Panglima Bukit Gantang Wahab (in front Bank Islam), Ipoh and Ipoh-Lumut 
Highway, Titi Gantung (in front Sekolah Kebangsaan Titi Gantung). 
In the survey, the numbers of pedestrians use or not use the overpass have been 
determined. The time taken, distance and other related parameters that pedestrian 
take when using the overpass will be also determined. This is to compare with 
parameters with the new design grade separated crossing later. Figure 3.1 show some 
of the pedestrian do not use the overpass. 
Figure 3.1: Pedestrian Utilization of overpass observation at Jalan Bukit Gantang 
lpoh 
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3.4 Conceptual Design 
The first design step is the conceptual design. This is where we get the first idea to 
get the concept of this crossing. In this design stage, the design of the pedestrian 
crossing will determined how the crossing works. The movement of pedestrian in 
crossing and traffic flow of vehicles need to be setup. The design will be follow JKR 
standard (Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 10/86 :A Guide on Design of Cycle Track, Nota 
Teknik (Jalan) 18/97: Basic Guideline on Pedestrian Facilities and Arahan Teknik 
(Jalan) 8/86: A Guide on Geometric Design of Roads). 
3.5. Structural Design 
After the conceptual design it comes to structural design. In this structural design, the 
type of structures that will be use in this crossing will be determined. The material 
can be determined by consult with the contractors and suppliers in market or by the 
internet. From the design, the cost of the grade separated crossing can be obtained. It 
is important to determine the cost of this new grade separated crossing project to 
show the feasibility of this project. 
The geometry design also designs in this stage. The geometry design is including the 
design of pedestrian and road lane width, gradient of the road that climb the 
embankment, bus laybyes design and others road facilities. 
3.6 Estimation of Cost 
The cost it is important to see the feasibility of the project. This is including the 
material cost and construction cost. The cost can be determined by consult with 
supplier of materials and contractor which have experience construction in this field. 
The cost is including the material cost and installation cost. After obtain the cost then 
it will be compare with the overpass cost. 
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3.7 Drawing and Documentation 
The final outcome of this project we will come out with the documentation and 
drawing of the new design. The documentation will have all the detailed about the 
new design including the drawing. AutoCAD 2007 is use to draw the 2D and 3D 
drawing of this project. The interface of AutoCAD 2007 shows in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Drawing interface using the AutoCAD 2007 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Overpass Cost and Specification 
In this project, an overpass location has been selected to be as studied site. The 
location of overpass have been selected was an overpass at Ipoh-Lumut Highway at 
Titi Gantung. Based on the contractor that build the overpass, the cost of the 
overpass are about RM 740 000. The overpass is provided with staircase and ramp. 
The span of the walk bridge l is about 30 meters and length of the staircase is 13 
meter with two landing each. The height that user needs to climb to use the overpass 
is about 7 meters. The ramp is providing for motorcyclist and bicyclist to go up for 
crossing the road. The length of the ramp is about 82 meters. See Appendix 4.1 for 
structural details of the overpass. Figure 4.1 show the photo of the overpass at Titi 
Gantung cross the Ipoh-Lumut Highway. 
Figure 4.1: Titi Gantung overpass 
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Based on the cost of the overpass, if the new design of grade separated pedestrian 
crossing could be construct with around that value it could be possible to apply the 
new design. 
4.2 Pedestrian and Traffic Count Survey 
4.2.1 Pedestrian utilization survey at Ipoh Lumut Highway, Titi 
Gantung 
Surveys have been done at one of the selected studied site, Titi Gantung overpass. 
The survey objectives is to determine the characteristic and utilization of the people 
that crossing the road using the overpass or under the overpass. The survey was 
conducted on 15`h of September 2008 between Ipm till 3 pm. The survey was 
conducted during end of school session where there are many school students went 
back and using the overpass. Some parents who are ride the motorcycle to pick up 
their children from school also use the overpass to cross the highway. During the 
survey we also observed the time that pedestrian, motorcycle and bicycle take to 
cross the highway using the overpass. The time is taken using the stopwatch. It takes 
from the moment the pedestrian step in to the stairs of overpass until step out from 
the overpass. The distance and difficulties that face by the pedestrian also been 
observed during the survey. The result of the survey show in Table 4.1, Table 4,2 and 
Table 4.3. 
4.2.1.1 Result 
Table 4.1: The pedestrian utilization on overpass result at Titi Gantung 
category No. of user crossing 
Use walkbridge Not use walkbridge 
Pedestrian 70 1 
Motorcyclist 84 2 
Bicycle 9 2 
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Table 4.2: Time taken to cross using overpass at Titi Gantung 
Time taken (sec) 
Pedestrian Motorcyclist Bicyclist 
1 90 47 165 
2 91 55 177 
3 83 53 190 
4 71 67 108 
5 80 57 111 






average 83 54 142 
Table 4.3: Vehicle Volume count result at Titi Gantung 
Traffic Volume 
Ipoh - Lumut Lumut - Ipoh 
Class 1 149 182 
Class 2 910 816 
Class 3 388 244 
Class 1: Motorcycle 
Class 2: Car, van and SUV 
Class 3: Pick-up, truck, bus and trailer 
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4.2.1.2 Discussion 
Based on the result, the numbers of pedestrian using the overpass is higher than the 
pedestrian cross at the road level. The divider in the middle of the road that force 
pedestrian to use the overpass. Most of the pedestrian crossings using the overpass 
are student. The student may not take the risk to cross at the road level. 
The survey on traffic volume count shows it is a heavy traffic flow. The volume of 
cars, lorry, trucks and bus has a high numbers. This could be risky cross for the 
pedestrian that intend to crossing without using any crossing facilities. If the 
pedestrian is hit by the vehicle could result to casualties. 
When the pedestrian cross using the overpass, the time they take to cross is more 
than then crossing at the road level. This is due to the distance and the elevation of 
the path using the overpass. 
4.2.2 Pedestrian Utilization Survey at Jalan Panglima Bukit Gantang 
Wahab, Ipoh 
On 14 January 2009 a survey to assess the utilization of pedestrian on the overpass 
have been done. The survey was done at overpass on Jalan Panglima Bukit Gantang 
Wahab infront Sekolah Menengah Jenis Kebangsaan Poi Lam and near Perak JKR 
headquarters and Kompleks Islam Darul Ridzuan. The duration of the survey is from 
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Figure 4.2: Location of the overpass at Jalan Panglima Bukit Gantang 
4.2.2.1 Result 
The first survey starts with count the numbers of pedestrian that using the overpass 
or not using the overpass while crossing the road. The area covers 50m from the 
overpass. Any pedestrian crossing inside this area is taking count. The result as 
follow: 
Table 4.4: Pedestrian utilization on overpass survey result at Ipoh 
Type of crossing Numbers 
Use the overpass 16 
Not use the overpass 112 
During the survey, the time taken for pedestrian take to cross the road by using 
overpass or not have been taken. The time for pedestrian using the overpass is taken 
from the time their step into overpass stairs until their step out from the overpass. For 
pedestrian cross without using overpass is taken from the time their waiting at road 
shoulder (waiting the road clear from vehicle or safe to cross) and until their finish 
crossing at the other side of the road. The result as follows: 
Table 4.5: Road crossing time taken result at Ipoh 
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Type of crossing Average time taken 
Overpass I minute 24 secs 
Not Use Overpass 42 secs 
4.2.2.2 Discussion 
From the result it's shown that 88% of the pedestrian do not use the pedestrian 
overpass. Figure 4.3 show some of the pedestrian do not use the overpass at Jalan 
Panglima Bukit Gantang. Based on the observation the time that pedestrian take to 
cross road using overpass is longer than crossing. The difficulties for pedestrian to 
climb up the overpass to cross make them to take short cut by crossing at road level. 
The distance those pedestrians take also more than crossing at the road level. This 
makes the pedestrians more likely to cross without using the overpass. 
From the observation also, it show that crossing at the road level is more dangerous 
and risky especially in busy road or highway. 




PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY GRADE SEPARATED CROSSING 
5.1 Introduction 
The overpass structures seems not user friendly and gives difficulties for elderly, 
school student and disable people to use it. It gives more distance and time for people 
to use. That's why people often to cross at the road level. 
The idea of Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Crossing it come from instead 
the pedestrian need to climb up to cross a road why just let the vehicles go over 
top of the pedestrian crossing.. This pedestrian crossing can be design not only 
for pedestrian but also for bicycle, motorcycle and vehicle. The overall view 
of Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing concept show in 
Figure 5.1. 
Highway 
Figure 5. l: Overall view of Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated 
Pedestrian Crossing 
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5.2 The Structures 
The main structure of Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing 
consist the embankment, Nehemiah wall and giant segmental box culvert. 
An embankment is use to elevated the road. The embankment will constructed using 
suitable materials to provide adequate support to the formation and long-term 
stability. The side of the embankment is will be retain by Nehemiah wall (Figure 
5.2). 
The reasons for choosing the Nehemiah wall are because it's cost effectiveness, 
versatility, excellent performance, attractive appearance, and speed of construction. 
See Appendix 5.1 for Nehemiah wall information. The Nehemiah wall is applicable 
in a wide range of situations. It is ideal for fill situation which is true for most of the 
highway interchanges. Construction is rapid and the interference with the vehicular 
traffic is minimized due to the "erection from behind" method implemented. 
Figure 5.2: Nehemiah Wall 
A tunnel (box culvert) will be the access for the pedestrian to cross the street. It 
would be like a tunnel across the embankment. Based on the JKR standard the 
minimum clearance height would be 2.5m, see appendix 5.2. With this crossing 
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pedestrian doesn't need to change their elevation when crossing the road. See 
Appen3ix 5.3 for Giant Segmental Box Culvert information. 
r 
6L4- 
Figure 5.3: Giant Segmental Box Culvert 
The reasons of choosing the Giant Segmental Box Culvert are: 
" Low cost of installation compared with cast-in-place twin cell Vehicular Box 
Culvert. 
" Minimized traffic obstructions, reduced construction time. 
" Easy to transport, handling and installation. 
" Have manageable unit weight(4-9 tons) 
" Have good quality, produce by factory to stringent standards. 
5.3 Design Type 
There are two type of design that proposed for this project, which are 
a) Crossing only for pedestrian and 
b) Crossing for pedestrian with vehicles ( for vehicle below 2.5m) 
The design of these two types of crossing is based on the studied site of overpass at 
Ipoh-Lumut Highway, Titi Gantung. The overpass infront of Sekolah Kebangasaan 
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Titi gantung. The proposed design of the new grade separated crossing is design to 
replace the existing overpass. 
5.3.1 Type 1: Crossing for pedestrian, bicycle and motorcycle 
This first type (Type 1) only can be access or use by pedestrian, bicyclist and 
motorcycle. This is simplest design for this crossing. The road is elevated by the 
embankment and cross the pedestrian crossing tunnel which construct using the box 
culvert. The tunnel of pedestrian crossing is located in front of the school gate. The 
student/pedestrian who uses this crossing will go in to the school by the middle gate 
of the school. The other two side gate is for vehicle to go in and to go out (Figure 
5.6). The plan view of the crossing and vehicles flow show in Figure 5.7. 
The width of the tunnel would be 3 meter (also based on size of the box culvert) to 
give space between the pedestrian and cyclist in the two direction. Figure show the 
plan view and side view of the crossing (Figure 5.5). Based on JKR Basic Guideline 
on Pedestrian Facilities a height clearance of at least 2.0 m should be provided. 
Adequate width should be provided. This may vary from a fixed minimum of 0.9 m 
to 2.4 m or wider in high pedestrian activity areas (see appendix 5.4). 
The height of the embankment wills about 3 meters show in figure5.5. With the 
design speed of the highway is 100 km/h and gradient of 5% based on JKR Guide on 
Geometric Design of Roads (see appendix 5.5), the length of the embankment should 
be about 120 meters, its show in Figure 5.4. 
.. ý, ý R,, ý... _ 
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Figure 5.4: Length and side view of the embankment for type I crossing 
ý 
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Figure5.5: Pedestrian tunnel height and embankment height for type I crossing 




















Figure 5.7: Plan view of the type I crossing 
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In the type I design, the vehicle comes from Ipoh who wants to the school or sent 
their children can have an exit to the school from the highway. The vehicle can go 
inside the school area or just drop their children at the bus laybye. There are two 
laybye provide for school buses and parent to pick or drop their children. 
5.3.2 Type 2: crossing for pedestrian and vehicular (height below 2.5m) 
This crossing type allowed the pedestrian and vehicle to use. In this type the 
pedestrian (including bicyclist) and vehicle will be dividing into different lane. There 
will be 3 tunnels, where l is for pedestrian and another 2 for vehicle. The pedestrian 
have separated crossing tunnel from vehicle crossing tunnel. It will make more safety 
crossing for the pedestrian (Figure 5.7). 
Figure 5.8: Type 2 crossing 
The school will have two gates for vehicle in and out. There will bus lay byes for 
school bus and parent to drop or take their children. Figure show the flow of vehicle, 
plan view and side of the crossing. There is a zebra crossing where vehicle should 
stop if there any pedestrian wanted to cross. 
The new crossing type 2 can be access by the vehicle below 2.5m height. With this 
function the vehicle (below 2.5m) from Lumut direction can go to the school using 
this crossing without need to U-turn somewhere else. The current design of the 
overpass there are guardrail in the middle of the highway, so the vehicle from Lumut 
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direction can't directly turn to go to the school. The vehicle from school who want 
go to the Ipoh direction can use this crossing and then take the Ipoh direction on Ipoh 
-Lumut Highway. If not the vehicle also need to U-turn somewhere else at Lumut 
direction before turn back to Ipoh direction. This crossing allowed the vehicle use for 
U-turn for both directions. Traffic flow details refer to Figure 5.8. 
The height of the embankment of this type 2 crossing is 3.5 meters. The length of the 
embankment is about 150 meters with 5% gradient for 100km/h design speed. The 
length of the tunnels is about 22 meters each. 
Vehicle lane Pedestrian lane Vehicle lane 
ý. - 
School entrance 
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5.4 Design Comparison 
To compare the performance of the new crossing with the overpass structure, the 
new crossing is virtually been constructed on the studied area (Titi Gantung 
Overpass). Figure 5.9 show how it's the new crossing look like if construct it the 
particular area. Table 5.1 show the comparison between the overpass and the two 
type of the new crossing. 
Before After 
Figure 5.11: View before and after 
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Table 5.1: Comparison table of overpass, new crossing type1 and type2 
Overpass Type 1 Type 2 
Time taken (sec) Pedestrian 83 20 20 
Motorcyclist 54 10 10 











2.5 m height 
Vertical movement 6.8 m No No 
Crossing Pedestrian 52.6 30 30 
distance (m) Motorcyclist 190.8 30 30 
Bicyclist 190.8 30 30 
Estimation of cost (RM) 740 000 838,764 997,984 
From the table 5.1 shows that the time taken that pedestrian took to cross the 
highway with new crossing is less than overpass. The time different between the two 
crossings for pedestrian are 63 sec. This is due to the distance and vertical that user 
takes to cross the highway. For the overpass pedestrian need to use stair to climb up 
for crossing while the bicycle and motorcycle need to use the ramp. So it does 
approve that this new crossing will shorten the distance and time for crossing. 
For accessibility, overpass and new crossing type I can only be access by pedestrian, 
bicycle and motorcycle. Nothing different with this two crossing in term accessibility 
but as been discuss before the new crossing will give shorten crossing distance and 
time. The new crossing type 2 has an extra function, where it can be access by the 
vehicle below 2.5m height (Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.12: Pedestrian tunnel (center) and vehicle tunnel at both sides in type 2 new 
crossing desigms. 
For the new crossing the pedestrian doesn't need to have the vertical movement. It's 
mean that the pedestrian doesn't need to go up or to go down to cross the highway. 
The overpass structure needs the pedestrian to take stairs to climb up to 6.8m above 
the road level. This height is very difficult to elderly and disability people. With the 
new crossing can be access by all range of pedestrian and make it user friendly. 
With this friendly type of crossing, it will make pedestrian likely to use it then it can 
remove the conflict between pedestrian and vehicle. With this design is capable to 
make 100% of pedestrian that cross in that area use this crossing. Hence, it can 
reduce the accident between the pedestrian and vehicle. 
The cost of the new grade separated pedestrian crossing quite expensive than 





The separated grade pedestrian crossing can remove the conflicts between 
pedestrians and vehicles at the intersection. However, grade separation increase the 
walking distance and time. This led the pedestrian to cross at the road level which 
crossing in the unsafe condition. For the children, elderly and disable people the 
grade separation is inconvenience in the elevation change of grade separated. To 
overcome this problem a Friendly Pedestrian Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing 
need to be design. The idea is instead let pedestrian to go above the road to cross, 
now let the vehicle go above the pedestrian while pedestrian can cross at road level. 
With this Friendly Pedestrian Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing it makes the 
pedestrian to use it because it is friendlier, less distance and less time crossing 
compare to the overpass. This can decrease the rate of pedestrian that cross without 
proper crossing. The extra features that can give the vehicle below 2.5m height use 
this crossing can make the school easy to be access. 
From the pedestrian survey at Ipoh we can see that if the pedestrian using overpass to 
cross its take about 1 minute 24 sec and without use it take time 42 sec including 
waiting time for road to safe to cross. If the pedestrian can cross without obstacle it 
can cross less than 20 sec. So Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Pedestrian 
Crossings can give this time of crossing. 
The value to construct the overpass at Titi Gantung is about RM 740 000 compare 
with the new crossing so different but the design of the overpass is not very 
convenient. So it is possible to construct Friendly Pedestrian Grade Separated 




This design project focus on overpass at highway area, for next continuation can be 
working on overpass at urban area. Where there are a lot of overpass located at the 
middle of the city to cross the busy road. This is quite challenge to design a 
Pedestrian Friendly Grade Separated Pedestrian Crossing in the city due to the 
limited space in the city. 
For the continuation of this project, several aspects can be done to improve the 
outcome of this project. Design detailed like design calculation can be done in the 
future. To done the design calculation data like soil profile need to be obtained. With 
design detail the cost of the project can be estimate accurately. 
From this project there are several aspects that can be improved for future research 
especially in material. It's being required to have a well-built and cost effective 
material. This could decrease the cost of the project. Most of the project the cost is 
one of the important warrants to construct the project. 
Besides that for continuation of this project, it will be better to studied on the effect 
of vehicle to this new crossing. This is including studies on fuel consumption, sight 
distance effect and time taken by the vehicle. 
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Appendix 5.1: 
Nehemiah Wall Information 
Nehemiah WAIL it type of* rclrtfi)rccd soil sy%tcln bascd on Anchored I-: artliov concept whcrc by 
the mode of strcis trlutsfcr from the bitckfill to the rclnforccincllt is by passiVC resistililcc in 
addition to friction This System is reinforced by galvanised steel bars and anchored by 
precast concrete blocks The facing is vertical consisting of modular hexagonal shaped 
concrete panels interlocked together. 
Ilu achcmatic rcprcxcntatian of Nchciniah wall is its shown below. 
The sytitclll consists (1t thrcc 
maJut cornlx)ncrlty namcly the facint;, thc reinforcing bars and anchor blocks. 
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Appendix 5.2: 
Minimum Clearance I leight 
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Appendix 5.3: 
(giant Segmental Box Culvert Information 
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Appendix 5.4: 
Pedestrian Lane Width 
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" µ'hctv utbways mc dcpnrtawd bclt>, +v Knxuul 
k%rl. we long and not wtU ltlchtctl, pt: txxtal 
ux-; utty can bc a pcnxtv-ctf lxot>fatt, pxuttcu- 
lmty ftr wtxttm. ctuWrcn mxi cldaly pcoplc 
Such fir: tltttcs oftcn cxpatct>tc lxxx uttltwt- 
tutn c, %rn tn daytuttc 
Warrants And Layout Guidelines 
( txiudaatxm of the %miou, fac-ttxx rclevattt to 
the ctics v of the aljxcjxuttc type of pcdc%*rtan 
cYýtt Ieads to the prvaauatum of a rangc of 
dtftercm typm of frk: ihtics to rant vanuuy c1zvu c% 
of Wald and dttfcrent road cmucxunctilt %tua- 
txxts Muir of the well lxtn"en tcduucnlc, anti 
dc%xca arc c-unuuty tving used in Malaysus. Intl 
the main prvWcm is that lxrtic; ulw trcaunatts 
arc often urcd at utaltlxcputic I atuxu avid the 
10"Itwax dastgn, tntt'& tagnui$ mitt rtmtbtuuk- 
it41 fir)- Peptty front ate to talc 
(iwclutcs fix the wksbm of ttu nxrtt n; ><xt> 
pnaec typo of trcat: ttrne we pttn-uktl III Ftgtur I 
the dm" scnctal IayYXt ctc fix vntuxt, 
tyjs+ of Istk, %tnan aty. atng tit<: tltttc, atr tllu, - 
uasctil ttt I t}"; uIC, 2 to 7 
In ttic aiwC111. C of iµuititatsw and iitlsa Kuiilo- 
ImCri iipa: rfi,; dly dcvr(iipod fix Malnyntnn ct>lt- 
dit><xiiA, u is aiggiaitad tlsat duusc lxc+ctucif in thi: 
A('ti11tOADcti (Australia) (iuub To 'Iinttic 
I, nguroasng I'tac. -escc. hot 11 - (itxkauituss, 
Iilaircc! flum Austtdran titanilardAS 17-t? It)), 
hc idrililcd as 'Intcrun ( +utdclinrs' until mu lt 
tuna as itsponak: a in IxtssUcc mdsuuor any sscc- 
cn. +xy cAatsgw to Iiirtta out Malayman ciiiuli- 
tsiitis ihi. c or attadhctl a Alitiiqutii, A of list, 
rq>,. t 
Provisbns for Psdsstrlans At 
Sipnalhod Intsrsactbns 
At uitcrscawxis whcto trntllc ugnalr are 
ta. tallal w cuptfnl 0an16, -utts tru1T'it: nano" 
tnontIL. tlto prurt. kst of opa: tal utrnal hcadn 
Basic Guideline on Pedestrian Facilities 
( litc: cti) lull siEnttl Iºhicscs to wstiitit Ixxksttivis to 
ciins sulcly cm bc inuxlxnutcd at littlc uddi- 
t, mud ccr. tt In gatanl, ttt itnlxntiuü intcrsccticxts 
wuhul citics luul towns thcrc will uscutlly I: suf= 
ticiatt Ixxlcxtruut nxwattaus to justify, the Ixo>- 
vlstlxt of Ixxkstluut fia: ilities, not withstanding 
tills, scxnc guidelines / wtunuus fix such IxOvi- 
sic>tts arc inclttdcd in Appendix A. 
Iltc typo of puvctnctit nutrking to be uod to 
Indlcattc the pcdc%triwt cumsin) at %ilttutti%cd 
tinciscc: Uixts in uinillar to that uticd at sigtutliscd 
Ixcclcstrlati cn)%sitlgs away fircxn intcrsa. -tIons ic, 
cxxtvcntiututl sigtutliscd Ixxlcstt" ucnsi"W' its 
Illusnutal in Figure S. Illcsc uln%1st of whltc 
t1LU%% -ctsc Ilncs nulrkcd ncr s tltc urnngcway 
the width bctwccII which nuty vary frcxn is nun- 
utnun of '2 Snl (fix low IxaclcnUiml flows) to 4 to 
(fix high I cdcsttitul flows) Notc that /. chat typo 
uuukutgs must not be placcd across dic noun 
r4IIa CWUyS at , ugtudj.. 4xl Intctsoc; titxts. 
'111c lxxlcxniun 1gu* cs at sigtudisecd inlercec ticons 
arc uxunlly i cctlxxtucd into the xigrud cycle in 
lxuallcl with non-ernflictulg, or the least con- 
flicting traffic nwvcmcnts It is gcnernlly acxgx- 
cd Hutt conflicts between left turning traffic is 
accgxahlc except whew lugll s; cd * slip rund 
with 2 ct mete ttnflic lwie, ate ltoviclod. At sig- 
tudis d uneuscctions with sigtnticuuu pedestrian 
nKovcnbcnts, "leltn' typc pcdcctriwl corn rings 
play he installed across any separate left turn 
shli 101K1, but never in c tijunction with a sig- 
tudiscxl left turn 'slili road It is also gcrlcmlly 
acceptable to allow the cctlfllci hctwccn right 
llun vcluctdar trnflic mid pedestrians crossing 
te roadway into which the right turners we 
entering, excxpt where this traffic movaucnt is 
lxcx; mbflg on, is green avow signal. 
Guidelines For Providing Facilities 
For Pedestrians To walk Along 
Roads: 
lluac we Icw plnccu ttl the flat %yIUcrn wluxe 
nu littwai rtxr noedit to be nuak lit lxxkitrrwur to 
walk ultxrg is ttxui, and in view ofthc vulncrabtl- 
sty ul' pedcxtnmis in any ctxtlhct with vdriclat 
(rnclruhn$ narttw yvicw) taxnc lixut of' aqugta- 
tuxt to dctatablc I Itrwcvcr where the intauuty of 
swsyar ; 010r' ty., Itijoto( JAN. R! Page 6 
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. 
I. L'l,! i, -. r . a::,! I. r. kati. ui 111nclnx-tlt".: uc I, n% 
, xnli as ttl ttY, wt tuta! atrax, 
dtc load -11mildo 
can mhyunlc! ) pttrt, fc I{xacc t'tx pajAa tu WA 
ckm of %duculet ttaffic 
Vrlulc OL, n mou; Wmants arc givrn fix dtc 
lxtn-tw: t a(faaslsath. rtkxtg ttxtda, thcy arc gat- 
attlly axtr dmvd atxcr.. ary to all 'lxult-up" 
arum and trn) alto be nx. uy at xxttc rural 
kxa. xt. wob ,a to the vtctrtrty of rauxdl., 
tt><xqn% at adtcr ccxtttrxtntty 1a. tltbcs whac 
pmk% t%mz arc l, lrý to he a mentlow 
In saxnc aey and tust tltuattutty tin 'lmtel rtrccC 
dam of rumik vrttere ttecto may tic . -c, y tu}th 
Isxtc+ertan ra. ttatty. be n»tway ttWit' Ihc, c xet- 
üidkll. tn Uttrih YVttA: ies at><t Ixxtc. stttmu . luuc 
die rcmrt GAtttagcvray rcquuc slxt'tlic tratlic 
nttcs Mtta<A gt%c pecllcautart. ctItutl (xuxtty In 
av! »das tsyetteci with . jxcut) ttallic nuuuaKa 
ment anratgcatoteh, tncludtn} a maxunuru 
+tved tmett of :1 limb tu lc", to rathnc the 
dww of ttucwt to pode. trtatu Ixysctt Ivy velucu- 
lar trali'k In sLxtr ., asritru" ttu, c arc rckrtal tu 
As 'lharost /vom- 
VV-hao üi>tjmrhs arc l*tn ukal c, rtutktaturt 
nlr; tkl id"', hc IPttst to the ncad% ul' cltktly 
poylio ottd pouplo wuh drwExlttto+ 1bc doat}ttt 
#haikl tttc. mp<xneo tito [uiky. rutg citrota<'utttttca 
amtod III rtrtimg than 'turot tittýrtc!! y' kit all 
. laww% of podpatum 
" . i. fectttül0 WUM shuukl t1o lxtnulcd Ilul 
111. T) ry own ott ntaOuta ttunattutn uf'o lj at 
w: { In cx wtdot to thomtg atkl lxbcr tujjh 
pasfo. etuo arca, V#y nnm 
"A haglet clattut><o uf" at lacat :0 in slKxtld tv 
Ir, nklod 
"I hc pods" aº slluukl nut t1o ah. ttuctod by 
in WAS, puk% unM. ' ugn>, ucv. Old uthct 
setaot [unuturo tiatbet J>lxtld thcy ho 
niknsad w tv tAssuuc-taf by mbmaat txi. uwas 
ncasit) tx patºad tdt>lm tv utuawxud/1) 
ulnauLtiod bsý n>*xcyvlw and tr. ýclcs Any 
Ubllewck cklwo in tAo padtwtry" wtuc. h COMM 
muluvar pada+stttaaý lxrttculatfy pairJc 
Mi01 utqsmtcd ftsum, sh. ntld 1110 wril dc1111Cat 
Cd 
Basic Guideline on Pedestrian Facilities 
" \l: uihulc cu'setti and f, iutinp. %. if ihd Cannot 
be n oakd. should be kq>t flush with the 
lixtp nth siulikc mitt any drums clone to the 
IixKlxttli, which could Ixrcc it dtuiga to pcdcs- 
tillum. sln)uld be covered. 
" ('irarwicc of at least 1.0 to should be provid- 
cd between the truffle Ivies and the fixitpxah 
'lliis clctuwicc. Which should he gruitcr 
wlicir tutiftic volmuc tuid. or speed are high. 
inctenscs the snkty orpcdcstriwis. and 
teduccs flee incixivaucti e/ winoymicc 
cnumd by the splash from vehicle tires in wet 
wcathct 
"( luuiscs in level idoxig wed beside the fiat 
pxtth should he nunimiscd. Whac it is not 
Ixnauhlc to avoid stops, pnxticuhu care needs 
to Ix; taken to Ixopeily idaitity them so tlutt 
they uue tic scrn. especially by Ixxgilc with 
tttilxiucd vision 
What diftcrciiccx in lcvcl tut enteral fix by 
a e: ury uL`ttcnd of'(* in azklitunl to xtclr. c, thc 
Iuaehcnt iiuxdd not bc sicclxa tluui I in 10, 
What Ioxeµ rwnlrs are involvai, such its at 
palc+iruur Imdl; m It, reKliarts uf' 1 in 20 to I in 
i't sluxild be Ixavidcxl 
W'hac lcrtv% mc Ixrn"utat nt thc atKc ufttu 
cmrºagn-vay, thc}, 9luxºld niºt tic hºkhcr ttum 
Iti(hrnn Whac the tix)tlxrth uiwcc«; (x inta- 
xct, -ts tttc l. ab nr at intcrxa tu»rw mid drivc - 
wtty%, thc kerb xiuxrld bc 'drul)<xxl' mid a 
rmnp at mt mx; gnnblc t<lolx; ><luxrld tic jxnvid- 
aI 
In Itdaetad dttvcwaryrf should not 'cut' thc fiol- 
Ixuh bot should be rsuIgxxl up 01 Clown I'lom 
ttuklwary level to mccl thc fix>tpunh lcvcl. 'Ihe 
turocl for lxxk5ctniuix to atq) down to the drive- 
wary level and lxk: k up to fix><lxath level of 
each dttvcwny t% n nuijtx di. uxutytcnactn to 
IXNlcstrtwts umu}r, the fixnpanh. In ncklnit>tt. 
lxtlcstttwut sluxdd be Rival 'ai}d1t of' Wily, 
(l>tu»tty) ova vduculnt unflic whdc drive 
watyA crows the footpath this pecWritua lxi- 
txny tit Itttxdly atluatacccl if'vduculw trnflic is 
taatgxtil up to fixttl><uh level 
" Ftxttlmth stufnc: es, Juºuld he finn even 
wtxx>th wu1 nlºtd tctustwn, eagxx: inlly in wet 
9. ý.. ro.,. A. w Ne. r r+y+er i". ML Page 6 




IWctuian nrmTtncnt ttxrrn Pon otalnxr+t cvcry 
trip ausdc on thc ttxecl ry. tctn cuul thux 
T, CSc. ertmt<s &mn m ur>rxxtmu ctxtrTxxrcru of"thc 
tratrk .. ti-. pan The %ulnantxhty o(Txtikatruuts 
wlrca t! vý tnu+t ý11xxato ankxig+t %ducular uaf= 
tk, 11 atpl) rn>; *soutc%l lvý thc tu0 nºunhcr of 
uAit"k sLcsdcnt caauaitias ut. oh1nK Tvtlcstruui+ 
I hc laº: l of Txopcr Txcn-r, uoxis fix Txtlcatttmu to 
"tax ruocTta tx IV walk alonh noath Mad). u it 
usqpx Ctxrtritxduw faL: Ux to the 111$h 11MOX-1 of' 
pctic+ttrurn caaualtIcs on %falayuan tiºad-+ 
t'tnssdcrat><n of the >Ixtlfic ncOtif of pc. ktitn- 
Basic Guideline on Pedestrian Facilities 
: uiti niu, t t+c nt: uk an csxttttal luut ol* thc JAM- 
Ding dksuF. n untstuttchott ttuuntctutttcc tuul 
ttltcttth(nt u1 c%"cu). It11111 IN ItuK1 Imtlcct 'lhcsc 
fsuukltnc-% tituxtld bc usccl its it ntctuts of utcltic%"- 
un}, tx-ttct and nunc ctmsistcttt shuuLucts and 
lxtr: hcc. r tn Ichthott to crcahnh it tnlxc 'usct 
fiuytdly' mid ti: ttct Inuu1 cutcuonuttcut fix Itccks- 
tutuuts 
1VT`CTIUNAL CLASS / LrUAL CLASS 
tapsw. n hum" Sacendwy Co1Nao1 Road Local Road 
A/Mýial Ana+W 
fvºt of týrrt«. a. Iýýi sit" Niyh. syt MunKipal and Mumcipal and 
KDt1TTitAV "Sob. " ! Maj. r IIIDA Rouq% TfIt)A Rouaa 
PAI1: 1Tb Munk -P&I 
`` ý-ýº 
( 
Lý. d ý 
L, ..... dw 
Lý. d ý1 ynw " 
Row", ii 












%ow. A InditaMr a tetalRNnt Nhi%; h it "aal lil, el% to be Ow "pptopllate tfeatment 
a hdKan a t>f. uwwnl Nhith ma> be on appfnpflale (ffatment 
\\C 
(ttdwatt%a tf. aunent whit h it moot hhelý aW Uw appropfiate treatmenl 
ý (r. h.... I tA. - IJst I .. huh mtý itkufpufale Speed t'unlrni humps 
",.,. Al in itu"ttw. tion in. lud*t, Pei,, on nnd ' Pulfin t' {'r t to+tinpt 
1 4A IM FON+FtFc tI. %c. iNF nu»1 AI'rKOrutA tF.? 1Pl-UF 
re uº, i ui. %N ( Ftl)S%Irl. F. u 11.11V 
ýtya" . a-mr a.. ýyab. r "p. )t º: Pago 7 
Appendix 5.5: 
Road Gradient 
TAHLE 4-6: MAXIMUM GKADE3 
'ti. 







120 2 5 
100 3 6 
80 4 7 
60 5 
.8 
50 6 9 
40 7 10 
30 8 12 
20 9 15 
Road Standard 
[ 
Pie 10 25 
The desirable maximum should be aimed at in most cases. 
The maximum grades should be used infrequently. The toil 
u grade for any section of road. should not exceed 3000m, 
unless-tho grade is leas than 4%. 
i 
Appendix 5.6: 
New Pedestrian Crossing Cost Estimation 
New Pedestrian Crossing type I 
Total I %tlrnatlon of Cost for Type 1 Crossing 






























Suppy. 41y. qrado and mmpaot as q*Clied 
100mm Rºidt 4Awor SWäaaa 
? 'SOern p+ldi l)ggor aup baaa 
S'A)mm thRA crueAad apgroUam ftcualbaaa 
Hdumarxwa prfnn wai : i'i 1 cx . 
'iS 1K 
100mm 91idi üonao HRumtrxxwa AAaoaOam 
(t*M 40) 
84ynrww Tad Coat 
AOrnm 0" aepNpft wncxoia bitxSor wuna 
ACS 26 










19 ([)mm Ih[* Walk. czlf%70t0 wggrtng I ey m 








































ITEMOf8CR1PTION UNIT RATE QTY AMOUNT 
OwuM U. C1e. renw 
Cbwr+g an4 grubbing in ft aroa ahown on Ow ha 1,800 00 03 54000 
O.. wng andlm ¢rade4 by Ow P0 Cleanng 
aM1 ndnla d atructuroa aDova and bakow ground 
in to ar. y of canabucöun kmt. mckxlmg lenoea, 
kafOa, dr am. nAata, waig Mgnagae poloa. 
OwuOa, raaa, ale but auotu4ng buidmga 
/lll, tMlAO. ORADt AND COMPACT 
Fý t"xb"1 autado mabxtal m RU ri antmankmwiin cu m 11 00 5,863 64.49300 
65,033, W 
r.. A. wH. A"" wN CMI iNInNU" 
uerd wnpaicwon mm4No4 
' III rasrl - NeNr«irah Woil ainet( urt on Itxrh lumut 1,441hwet f'rp)w t 
Ma Crown 





nu/ne ON(' Iln m 4100 22 105600 





41 1 Supply. do*vw and instal sing. laoo puardiads Yn m 8500 34000 28900 
irxiusrvo of galvanise Mod posts. wanton, nuts. 
and nooeasorles. al in aaoordanoo with spocdlcatlon 
and draMngs 
4 12 Supply, deIvw and in" double face guardrails lin m 15600 17000 26520 
wdusrve of gdviwae Mod posts 10m dc. wastws. 
nuts. de5noataa and acoessofss, all in socordanoo 
with epecific: sb, no and drawwngs 
413 Calk I Om cA Wit) horn 20300 300 00 60900 
4 14 Swgle sided galvanised iron refleckx strips on No 1200 24500 2940 
guadnas 4m ck wM , neosssary 
4t5 Road du" No. 2000 0 
42 IQ21lSi -_--- 
HoiW LtlrOe typo :: 4A7. preoad oonaoto l. ah we 
prolYo. ding naitu oonorok Dodo MW 
Murx>ftinge rw pa drarNng 
47 t 11odLan garb lin m 3500 340 
427 Edge Korb hn m 3500 2" tS40 
423 You ooMe iMrmoplaebo points 300rtrn glrtlt b hn m 4 50 244 1099 
1 aonorolo 1aDe 
I uu9aJ 
New Pedestrian Crossing Type 2 
Total Estimation of Cost for Type 2 Crossing 
Item Description Amount (RM) 
1 Pavement 82,586.00 
2 Earthworks 63,097.00 
3 Retaining Wall 406,603.00 
4 Box culvert 316,800.00 














U+OOb. Igr. w44o and maw m ope01o4 
1-. ( rYn exi t uww : "tb tweo 
]', 11rr, ? uLº lltxpor ab Won 
300n+m to* dsxAe4 appropqta ttottlbaee 
paol+r, ao prro COS 68. t or 86" tK 
1OOrtn ft" Owe WAmr+aw AA+IaeOtrn 
,, )fi1N 40) 
tii4xtyºuw Ioºc: ud 
94mm ti+ld qipNgA[ 4onarob t+wAa c901Oie 
k: fl 1B 
tNlH*loaA i*c: od 
Atantn ft# oepuiAc oanuueb vaawq 























































CrYI, t>o. a 
FILL. IP 
Inp And 
ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT RATE QTY AMOUNT 
R 
Nts Clearance 
nd grubbng in IAo area shown on No ho 1.80000 03 54000 
v d/or directed by the PD Clewing 
de d obuciuroe above and below ground 
of Aonwbucäon limit. including forms. 
Ono. tu*voris, walls. sign" P066. 
aea. etc but aactudaig buildmga 
iEAD, ORADE AND COMPACT 
suitable mat" its fig in ambankmanta wm 1100 5,687 62,55700 
63,097.00 
MaMmfoAY Wol CM1 laIIRMlIon 
lhm! -nyw1Aon malh'w! 
' bad on Nehamlah Wall cinstluit on Ilwh I umut Illrhwat 1'rnJect 
mom Cu1wA 
ITEM IlE d DESCRIPTION UNfT RATE OTT AMOUNT 
Iln, m 4sW 6f. iIWOO I 111ume (3111{ 





511 Supply, do vu and inr". t: dl single face guardrails lin. m 85.00 340.00 28900 
inclusive of galvanise steel posts, washers, nuts, 
and acoesaaioc, all in accordance with specification 
and drawings 
51,2 Supply, deliver and install double face guardrails lin. m 156.00 170.00 26520 
inclusive of galvanise steel posts 4. Om c/c, washors, 
nuts, delineators and accessories; all in accordanco 
with specifications and drawings. 
5.1.3 Ditto 2.0m c/c ditto lin. m 203.00 300.00 60900 
5.14 Single aided galvanised iron reflector strips on No. 12.00 245.00 2940 
guardrails 4m c/c where necessary. 
5.1.5 Road studs. No. 20.00 0 
5.3 KERBS 
Road kerbs type SM2; precast concrete L-shape 
profile; including insitu concrete bods and 
haunchings all as per drawing. 
5.3.1 Mixlian Kerb lin. m 35.00 340 
53.2 E_dgo Krxb lin. m 35.00 244 8540 
533 Two coats thounoplactic paints 300mm girth to Iin. m 4,50 244 1098 
concroto kerbs. 
1288981 
